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The Pfirsch-Schliiter fluxes induced by the par-
allel fluctuation forces are given by 
(r" · V,P)pnr = -:: ( n~.~:1 (I_ (J) (!:))) 
y-1(q ·\7"'')anom = _ 27r (n · Ka2 (I_ (I)J!:_)) 
a a 'P PS X' mana (B2) · We start from an ensemble-averaged kinetic ~ ~ 
equation : 
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where Ca is a collision term and 1) a is 
fluctuation-averaged term defined by 
Va = -~(E. a fa) ' 
ma av 
ens 
A A 
E = -\7¢. 
The banana-plateau transport equations in-
cluding the effects of the fluctuations are writ-
ten as 
[ 
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(B2)-1f2(B iu)(m) (B2)-1f2(BE~A))(m) 
where the fluxes and forces are defined by 
Here the distribution function (the electric 
field) is devivided into the average part fa (E) 
and the fluctuating part fa (E). The forces y-1(q . \71/;)b = _ 21ri c(B · \7 · 0a) 
resulting from the fluctuation term are given a a P x' ea(B2) 
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where we defined the fluctuating density 
and pressure (scalar and stress parts) as 
Consider axisymmetric systems such as toka-
maks, for which the . magnetic field is given by 
1 
B = I\7( + -\7( x \7x. 27r 
The anomalous transport induced by the per-
pendicular fluctuation forces are given by 
(BE~A))(m) = (BE~A))- (nee)-1(B · Ke1)· 
Here Waj (a = e, i; j = 1, 2) repersents the 
corrections of the relations between the paral-
lel viscosities and the poloidal flows due to 1) a· 
The transport maxtrix is the same as the stan-
dard neoclassical one and is given by 
[ 
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where the dimensionless coefficients <p, A, 
l1!, · · · are given in Re£.[1]. 
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